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*V[ther was Thomas Law, a capitalist residing
in Washington, brother of Lord Ellenbdrough,
THE
and married to Mrs. WashingtQjTs grandEARLY HISTORY
daughter, sister of G. W. P. Curtis of Arlington. Garrett Barry was the^r^oT’DamfisTth.
Barry of Washington, and had relations in
Baltimore. A younger scion of the Baltimore
GEORGETOWN COLLEGE,
arrys was named after this Garrett. When
yomm Lawjjaid a visit to his great-grand-mother
at Mount Vernon in 1798, he was accompanied
BIOGBAPHICAL SKETCH OF ITS
by Barry.’ The number of students of the College at the time was ninety-five. The scene
FOUNDER,
of these complimentary proceedings was the
and extracts from Iiis
refectory in the Old Building, then and long
afterwards used both by the students and the
CORRESP ONDENCE.
community. The closing allusions in the students’address have reference to Mr. Du-Bourg’s
VI.
immediate
purpose of visiting Havana to estab“ The Centinel of Liberty, and Georgetown
and Washington Advertiser,” of December lish a College under the direction of the Sul28th, 1798, contains the following curious piece, picians. The project did not succeed, and in
which it is prudent to make room for now, as lieu of it, he conducted to Baltimore, on his
the volume in which it is found may be called return from the island in 1799, many young
for by the owner before our history shall have Cubans, whom he placed under the Sulpicians
reached the period to which the document be- of St. Mary’s Seminary to be educated. Thus,
longs. It is an address from the students of St. Mary’s College, of which he was the first
Georgetown College to the Rev. William Du- President, became organized. The address,
Bourg, on his retiring from the Presidency of written in the somewhat fulsome style of;
the College. Mr. Du-Bourg, afterwards the those days, is evidently not the production of
founder, in conjunction with Mrs. Seton, of the a college-boy.
John Wade, of the signers to the address
Sisters of Charity in the United States, the:
originator of the Association of the Propaga- from the teachers, was fencing-master : Nichtion of the Faith, which has its headquarters olas A. Fenwick, son of James Fenwick of
it Lyons, but whose scope is to assist the mis- Georgetown, had been a student of the College : '
sions of the Catholic world, became Bishop of the next succeeding name is printed as “ LauNew Orleans, then Bishop of Montuban, and renton,” but is every where, spelt in the old
subsequently Archbishop of Besancon in account books, “ Laurenson Enoch Fenwick,
France. He was the third President of the son of George, had been a student of the ColCollege, 1796 to 1798, two 3 ears. The address lege, entered the Society after its restoration
in question is introduced by a note from Mr. in 1806, was ordained in 1808, together with
Wm. Williams, then drawing-teacher in theCol his brother, afterwards Bishop of Boston, and
lege, to the publishers of the “ Centinel of Lib- died at Georgetown in 1827, aged 48: of Clias.
Boarman we gave an account in our last numerty,” &c.
1
Of the students whose names are affixed to ber; of the others we know nothing. These teachers
each
received
£75.
per
annum,
and
the address, such particulars as are known
may be interesting. James Bankhead, son of lived in the College. With the exception of
Thomas Bankhead of Alexandria, was after- the first named, no indication appears upon
wards Brevet Brig. Gen’l in the U. S. Army, the books of the specialties taught by any of
Colonel of the 2d Artillery, and for some time them.

/T

in cpmmand of the U.S. Arsenal at Pikesville
near Baltimore. William Carroll, who at this
time had been nearly seven years at College,
was son to Hon. Daniel Carroll, brother of our
founder, of whom a notice was given in the
October number of this paper. John Law’s

Messrs. GREEK & ENGLISH.
On Wednesday evening last, (Dec. 18th), at
the close of grace, after supper, unknown, and
unexpected by the president or any of the professors, Mr. JAMES BANKHEAD from Virginia, a

, 1878.

No

udent of the college, stept from the ranks
and delivered a most pathetic address expressive of the feelings of his fellow-students upon the loss they are shortly to experience of
the worthy president, Mr. Du-Bourg, amidst
the sobs and emanations of the heart so sincerely expressed by the amiable aud j uvenile
audience,—-after which the professors, by the
organ of one of the body, spoke an address
full of the attachment they have heretofore so
constantly expressed for the President.
As Mr. Du-Bourg could not be apprised of
these addresses, he could only give an answer
extempore, tho’ replete at the same time with
every sentiment of acknowledgement, which
drew tears from every eye,—but of which it is
impossible for me to procure a copy.
You will oblige me, and, I flatter myself, the
public, by inserting both the addresses, which
I have been Jiappv enough to procure, and
which I take the liberty of sending you.
I am yours, &e.,
WM. WILLIAMS.

Dec. 20th, 1798.
AN ADDRESS DELIVERED TO THE PRESIDENT OF
GEORGE TOWN COLLEGE LTON HIS RESIGNATION.

The difficulty, Rev. sir, nay the impossibility
of addressing you in a manner expressive of
our sentiments on the present occasion, would
compel us to be silent did we not fear that
what in us would be in reality respect, might
be misconstrued into a neglect proportionately
unpardonable as our obligations to you are
great. Trusting therefore to your goodness
and to that tenderness which entitles you to
the name of Father rather than that of Master,
we throw off every sense of our incapacity to
give vent to our feelings and to express to you
our concern and grief at the loss we are about
to sustain, intreating you, at the same time, if
we should appear deficient in our expressions
of gratitude, to believe that what remains unspoken remains not unfelt in our hearts.—We
well know, beloved Sir, (for you have sufficientlj- evinced it to us) that paternal affection
that tender anxiety which glows in your breast
towards us. Do not, we entreat you, do not
imagine we wish to diminish or degrade those
sentiments of yours when we venture to compare our own on this trying occasion with
them, when we presume to beg of you to judge
of our hearts by your own.
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It may, dear sir, have happened on some nursed by your care, instructed by your ad- the lot of man is capable of possessing, and
occasions, owing to an indiscreet conduct in monitions and example, they will be the de for a permanent, and eternal continuation of
us, you have doubted of our affection or at- light of their parents and the ornament of them in that life where alone they can know
tachment to you.—But, [sir, the value of a their country. But sir, at whatever distance no end.
JOHN WADE,
treasure is never so well known as when it is you may bo from us, sometimes think of us,
NICHOLAS A. FENWICK.
on the point of being taken away ; then it is and remember that you left behind youths who
PHILIP LAURENSON,
that all the advantages we enjoyed in the pos- as long as they live will never cease to bless
THEOPH’S F. DOUGHERTY,
session of it, all the comforts it procured us, your memory, and whose most ardent wish is
ENOCH FENWICK,
together with all the disadvantages, all the that Almighty God may prosper you, may
CHARLES BOARMAN,
protect
you
in
every
danger,
and
enable
you
miseries, the loss of it will expose us to, rush
GCILLEMIN,
at once upon the mind.—So with us, beloved to succeed in all your undertakings.
JEREMIAH CONNOR.
JAMES BANKHEAD,
sir, with this difference only, that as no treasWILLIAM CARROLL,
ure on earth can be compared to a faithful
JOHN LAW,
[As a pendant to the above documents, we
and beloved friend, to a virtuous and tender
GARRETT BARRY,
might add the following advertisement taken
father (permit us to call you by that endearing
In behalf of their fellow students. from the same old journal, same date. The
name), so no loss whatever can be compared
editorial column also announces that “ The
to that we now sustain, and we dare venture to
Rev. Leonard Neale, of Philadelphia, is apassert that our grief is proportionate to our MR. DCBOURG,
After
the
warm
effusions
of
gratitude
expointed President of the College in Georgemisfortune.—For who is he amongst us, of a
pressed to you by the scholars just now, in Town, in place of Mr Du-Bourg, resigned.”]
mind so barbarous, of a. heart so slimy, as to
GEORGETOWN COLLEGE
sustain without a tear the loss of so affection- what light must we the professors who have
The underwriter, hitherto President of the
ate a president? As an affectionate child acted under your immediate guidance; who College
at Georgetown, begs leave to give
when on the paint of being separated from a have been more intimately aquainted with the public notice both to his personal friends and
sentiments
with
which
you
have
actuated
in
beloved parent whom by some indiscretions he
the patrons of this institution, that superior
has offended, or whose tender feelings by some their regard—consequently more particularly orders calling him to a new appointment, he
misconduct he has hurt, could not bear to take apprised of your merits—appear, were we to has been obliged to give in his resignation of
let pass this opportunity of jointly expressing the honorable post he holds in the College,
his leave without expressing his grief for his
is now on the eve of his final departure
to you with them, our sentiments upon so try- and
from it. In consequence of which, he begs
past behavior which sorrow on such an occaing an occasion! an occasion, believe me, sir, that letters about college matters may no lonsion we certainly would not feign; so we, most
no less sensibly felt by us than expressed by ger be directed to him, but to the REV. MR.
beloved sir, being now upon the point of being
NEALE.
them.
separated from you, you who have been a faThe subscriber will not miss the opportunity
Permit us then, our worthy sir, (tbo’ anticito return his heartfelt acknowledgement, both
ther, a friend, and such a friend as we fear we
pated in effusions we ought to have been the to the respectable body of directors under
shall never meet with again, penetrated with
first to proffer,—in which nevertheless we glory whose auspices he labored, to his worthy cogrief for.whatever on our part may have given
to have been preceded; as they can be but operators in the administration, to his beloved
you offence, and with grief unfeigned do most
pupils, to the inhabitants of Georgetown and
the indications of that warmth of heart, that his other friends iD the union, for the manisincerely and humbly beg your pardon, trustgenerosity of sentiment, which in youth must fold testimonies of their respective confidence
ing it will not be denied us, entreating you- at
be the sure forerunners, the pledges of the and friendship which he has been honoured
the same time to believe that our offences pi owith during the whole period of his public
ceeded not from malice or ill will, not even most pleasing prospects of manhood) in this functions, and to express Lis lively regret at
public manner to join our voices to theirs, and quitting a situation to which so many endearfrom want of affection and respect, but merely
from that giddiness which is so common in to express to you with them those sentiments ing ties combined to attach him. His whole
which at every future period of our lives wo comfort, which he hopes will be heartily shared
youth, and which if there can be any excuse
in by every Parent, is to know that he leaves
shall be proud to acknowledge.
for offending so amiable, so virtuous and so
his young friends in hands not less active in
Permit us Sir, though in an age further ad- promoting their interest, and, beyond any
good a man, will plead in our behalf. We are
vanced, to hail you with them by the same ten- doubt, more skilful and experienced than his.
well persnaded sir, that with you, the
That Heaven may prosper their noble and
greatest return for favours, particularly from der appellations—permit us like them to glory disinterested
exertions for the propagation of
in an affinity no less dear, no less honorable
virtue, Religion, and useful learning in their
us, is a grateful heart—grateful hearts are not
fast thriving country, is the fervent prayer of
wanting here. No sir, penetrated with a sense to us than it is to them.
Sensible of the advantages that with them the most sincere well-wisher of both, and
of our obligations to you, we return you our
their most obliged and affectionate servant.
heartfelt thanks for that solicitude which you we have acquired—(for who could have heard
WM. DU-BOURG.
unimproved the dictates that have fallen from December 21th, 1798.
have always felt for us and whatever cona
tongue
profuse
in
the
praise
of
every
virtue)
cerned us—for your paternal love, your tenHON. R. T. MERRICK authorizes the statement
der friendship. But why should we attempt —it would be ungenerous, it would be unworto describe what no eloquence could worthily thy the name which we bear as professors and in that he is not a candidate for United States
Senator in Maryland. Mr. Merrick, who is
display ?—we thank you sir for more than it is which we glory as men, not to be equally senin our power to express, our tongues cannot sible, to be equally grateful with them for the now a resident of Maryland, is a statesman in
utter the sentiments of our hearts.—Go on benefits that with them we have equally re the broadest sense of the word, and the old
worthy and beloved sir, continue under the received. Permit us then, our dear, our wor- State couldn’t do a better thing than press
thy friend, our Guardian, our Benefactor, to him into service as a Senator. It may be that
auspices of Him who in his mercy gave you to
make you this small, this inadequate return the present Legislature will overlook Mr. Merus, and who for his glory resumes his gift—be
for the many, the great obligations we labour rick this time, for the simple reason that he is
the delight, the friend, the father to those over
under to you.—Permit us with them to offer not urging his claim, but we expect to see his
whom Providence shall place you, as you have
name on the Senate rolls one of these days.
up our unfeigned, our heartfelt orisons at the Mr. Merrtck’s is one of the few immortal
been ours.—Happy! thrice happy ! the youths
throne
of
that
Being
who
is
alone
capable
of
names that were not born to perish in a law
who shall possess such a treasure ! Undei you1
rewarding you, for every human felicity which office.— Wash. Post
they will flourish, under you they will prosper;
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fairly criticised- than in any other civilized after we have read the book in question ourcountry. In proportion as the duties of true selves. Not unfrequectly will we find ourLiterature offers in its various departments criticism have been neglected, authors have selves the dupes of penny-editors and shall
an extensive opportunity for the display of al multiplied and books have increased in num- have reason to regret not only the purchase of
most every variety of talent. Genius will find ber to an alarming extent. It has been esti- the 1: latest novel” or works of a miscellaneous
in it a sure road to fame, and even ordinary mated by those competent to judge!hat twen- character, but also the time spent in reading
talent by its means may succeed in acquiring ty five thousand new books make their appear- them.
an honorable reputation and making a pleas- ance yearly. Of course but a very small fracSome of our modern ingenious critics have
ant livelihood. He who proposes to adopt tion of this huge mass can be read by any one so far mastered their art that when hard pushed
literature, however, as a profession, must de- person and hence arises the inestimable bene- they can work up an elaborate criticism when
vote himself to its cultivation with untiring fit an honest and thoroughly competent critic the'r knowledge of the book they are supenergy, and besides possessing industry and has it in his power to confer on the reading posed to examine with care is limited to' the
perseverance, should be actuated by a sincere public by discriminating between the good, title page. Their method is simple. By comlove of letters.
bad, and indifferent books daily issuing from paring criticisms in contemporaneous periodiLiterature indeed presents a broad field for the press.
cals and borrowing such ideas as please them
discussion, but it is only of its criticism that I
Those desirous of forming a library and col- they are enabled to lay before their readers the
now propose to speak. This is by no means lecting the best works of modern thought in appearance, at least, of a labored review. In
an unimportant branch of this grand science. the line of science, philosophy, and fiction, case the work to be criticised is of a political
Though depending on the trunk for its sup- sadly feel the want of some criterion by which nature the labor of the critic is made still
port and nourishment, it is in. fact the (ruler to guide themselves in the selection of books. easier. For in general those papers in symand dictator of the whole tree. It fulfils the Our only authority to consult in regard to new pathy with the politics of an author, especially
duties of mentor, and where it remains the ex- books are newspapers and periodicals. But if he is a man of prominence in public life, feel
ponent of true public opinion and docs not alas! of the vast number who pretend to crit- compelled to praise the results of his pen,
assume arrogance to itself, its sway is unlimi- icise literary productions in their columns, how whatever be their intrinsic literary value.
ted. We have only to lament its course when few are capable of worthily fulfilling the duties
If this class of critics would only confine
it o’ersteps the line of duty and ceases to be of their high station. The majority are sub- themselves to works of the day, the shallowgoverned by common sense principles and gen- editors, “ scribes who write as they are bid,” ness of their treatment might in many cases,
erous feelings.
and their opinions, possessing but little intrin- amidst the glare of superficial attainments,
Criticism of any character always presup- sic value, have weight with the public only in pass for the true article. But no: the critics,
poses a fair and impartial hearing of both proportion to the popularity of the papers in to show their knowledge and mastery of all
sides of the question. In the past it always which they appear. Those who have been manner of subjects, undertake to analyze the
held a most honorable position. In fact, the guided in the purchase of books by newspaper writings of ancient authors, and with the utoffice of critic was in early times held even in criticisms I am sure will sustain me in my most complacency will discourse on topics that
higher public estimation than that of author, opinion as to their general worthlessness as a Dryden, Sleele, and Addison considered themand it was thought that the attainments and criterion of literary worth.
selves incompetent to treat under any form.
qualifications necessary for the former were of
Let us consider a very common case. A The standard of literature can not but be afa higher grade than those for the latter. In new work is announced ; its author’s name is fected by the exaggerated style and erroneous
our age, however, and especially on this side withheld,—perchance it belongs to the “ no opinions put forth regarding the field of letters
of the Atlantic, criticism is becoming very un- name series.” Copies are sent by the publish- by the majority of those who should be its true
popular and to be considered somewhat un- ers to the daily newspapers and periodicals, champions.
Even the title of author, formerly so highly
friendly to the spirit of liberty. The word its- and forthwith the merits and faults of the
elf seems to be changing its meaning. In the book are subject to general discussion. One prized and honored, is fast losing its comminds of many it is confounded with censure, paper praises the plot, while another condemns mand on our respect, on account of the infea word with which it is anything but synony it though approving of some of the characters. rior talents of many who now lay claims to it.
As the critic neglects his duty, the author
mous. In proportion, therefore, as the pro- A third declares it to be trashy and sentimenfession of criticism has fallen in public opin- tal, and heaps unlimited abuse upon the au- becomes careless both as to style and matter ;
ion, its followers have likewise suffered. So thor. A fourth likely goes to the other ex- and in proportion as the former as a class,
that now, in our enlightened age, one who treme and extols everything in extravagant lacks the knowledge of just discrimination,the
makes any pretensions to criticise literary pro- terms, the plot, style, language, etc.; and con- latter becomes indifferent as to the quality of
ductions is regarded almost in the light of a cludes by predicting for the author a place be- his writings and seeks only to increase their
cynic. Men of eminent ability rarely' nowa- sides the names of Scott, Dickens, and Thack- quantity. The more lenient tire critic, the
days give the world the benefit of their judg- eray.
more prolific the author. If the literature of
ment on general literature, as they find that
What conclusion is possible from so many a country were valued according to the numby so doing they perform in most cases but a contradictions ? We do not expect the critics ber of new books yearly produced in it, surely
thankless task and that they are liable to to agree regarding the relative merits of the no country could compare with our own in the
lower their own reputation in the eyes of the book, but it passes our comprehension how progress of letters. \Ve produce authors and
public.
such extremely opposite views can be held authoresses in such vast numbers and with
The onerous and exacting duties of critic concerning its approximate value. How is it such amazing rapidity that the honor formerly
have fallen into the hands of men of but little that one critic consigns to the waste-basket given to one who u had written a book” now
experience in the realms of literature, and what another ranks with the productions of scarcely deserves the name of distinction. If
whose inability to cope with the questions first class novelists ? One side or the other the fever continues in its headlong course, in a
before them and criticise the works of the day cannot be acting in good faith, or else must be few years it will be more difficult to find among
is sadly apparent. As in America we have an incompetent to judge of the real merits of literary persons one who has not written a book
unusual number of these worse than medioeral composition. But to decide which critic is than it will be to meet with the author of a secritics, general literature is probably more un- wrong is the difficulty, and this we can only do ries. Authors frequently give us in a few
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years whole series of literature (?) sufficient to and before long America would possess one of would a turkey on feast days. The pleasure
the greatest marks of an enlightened civiliza- they experience in reading eight or nine colfill an ordinary library.
umns of the “Early History of Georgetown
Is there no way of protecting ourselves against tion, a pure and noble literature of its own.
T. P. K. College,” especially when it contains “ A Biothis worse than indifferent cast of literature and
graphical Sketch of its Founder with extracts
of raising at the same time its general tone
from his Correspondence,” is only surpassed
PBELrDE.
and standard ? Happily there is a means in
when they read a glowing description, or rather
our power of at least partially accomplishing
several glowing descriptions, of the New BuilMR. EDITOR AND GENTLEMEN :
this desirable object: it consists in restoring the
ding. They deem this an important part of
In
the
last
issue
of
critic to his former station, authority and digtheir education. Why, just imagine a gradunity. Authors and authoresses would not rush the Journal there appeared a statement to the
ate of this ancient institution of learning being
effect
that
no
one
had
“
taken
up”
Llewellyn.
so precipitously into print, if their works were
subject to strict examination by competent Now I had taken the trouble to write the few cast upon the literary world and lacking a
a knowledge of the “ Early History of Georgejudges, by whose opinion the public would be lines which I submit beneath, but owing to
guided to a great extent in the purchase of the arbitrary manner in which things are con- town College who was unable to give a Bibooks. As the public taste becomes more re- ducted at head quarters, I deemed my hopes ographical sketch, of its Founder” and who could
fined and cultivated the demand for really im- of obtaining admission to the columns of the not quote “Extractsfrom his Correspondence.”
proving literature will take the place of the Journal anything but flattering. Since, how- What a shocking desideratum this would be I
present cast of “ rail-road novel” and similar ever, the Editor backs up his champion, and I am sure it could never be supplied in after
thinks Llewellyn’s “Witty Friends” are life. Again, imagine one of these same preco
trashy writings.
If instead of our present untrustworthy news- “ mightier in speech than in performance,” I cious Collegiates, who would be unable to pen
paper criticism we possessed a Literary Acad- now send in my reply as originally written. an “ obituary” and “ laud to excess” the maemy composed of gentlemen of acknowledged Of course, serious objections will be offered to ny admirable virtues of one of his deceased
who did not know exactly
standing in the literary world, and formed on its publication ; but in justice to a number of “ Witty Friends
the plan of the European schools of art, how subscribers who will endorse my sentiments, I how many blocks of stone there were in the
much good would accrue to both reader and respectfully ask for its insertion. If my re- foundation of the New Building, or who could
author! To the latter as well as the former, quest is denied, then let “Llewellyn” and his not give his Pa and Ma a graphic description
of “ our boys gazing with breathless interest”
since he would have the benefit of a fair and “ admirers” cease grumbling for a reply.
on the workmen engaged in its erection ! ImI am most respectfully
unbiassed judgment of his labors from peragine, I say, all this, and then consider what
Your
Obt.
Svt.
sons recognized by the public as an authority.
“ TOMBSTONE.” a source of information and pleasure the JourAspirants for fame would not be so ready to
nal is to the students.
appear before the public gaze, knowing the
Llewellyn says that the JOURNAL makes no
“Iilewellym” the Bold.
test their work must inevitably pass through
pretenses to wit, puns, or jokes of any kind.
if it is to haveany permanentpopularity. Nor
In the January issue of the COLLEGE JOURIndeed? We thank Llewellyn for this piece
would publishers take the responsibility of ed- NAL there appeared an article from an eager
olinformation ; it has thrown a glowing light
iting a new work, whatever might be its char- aspirant to Journalistic fame. He signs himupon the mist of illusion in which we labored.
acter, unless they were confident it would stand self “Llewellyn,” and invokes a controversy.
At last our eyes are opened and the true cause
the scrutiny of impartial criticism.
I am very sorry indeed that my time is too
This proposed school of criticism, or Liter- precious to devote a liberal portion of it to of our depreciation revealed. Verily he is a
“ Darnel come to judgment.” But will this
ary Academy, could very easily be formed; as him; however, I cannot refrain from offering
11
learned
despite the numberless critics of the class a few lines in defense of his unfortunate most “ upright judge,” this most
judge”
expound
unto
his
“Witty
Friends”
the
mentioned throughout this article, there are “ Witty Friends.” He rails at the so called
real cause of his disapprobation of their constill amongst us men of scholarly attainments “wits” for a two-fold offense. First, because
and superior talents. Let such men as ffm. they fail to appreciate the subject matter of duct ? It surely cannot be that they are blameCullen Bryant, Bancroft, Longfellow, James the obituaries, encomiums on the “ New Build- able for withholding their brilliant effusions
for he
Bussell Lowell and others of this stamp who ing,” and Middle-Age lore, emanating from from the columns of the “ Journal
possess the public confidence, and whose own his own, or similarly constituted intellects ; himself confesses that the “Journal makes no
works are the admiration of all, but take the and secondly, because they do not make their pretenses to wit.” It must be because they
have a “ nose in the air.” Well this is too bad !
subject in hand and its success would be as- appearance in a certain column of the Journal
The idea of one of these detestable wits, delibsured. In time we might have a Literary that never existed. Poor fellows, they are
erately walking up to Llewellyn, whose senses
Academy like the famous “Academie Fran- to be pitied, ’tis true ! I have often wondered
of perception are so exquisitely organized, elecaise,” which could not but make a lasting im- myself, why they did not all become stockvating his “ nose in the air” and calling the
pression on the literary age. Besides fulfilling holders, and thereby obtain three whole copies
“ College Journal” a“ Tombstone!” We shall
the all important duty of criticising the innu- of our renowned little paper. It is such a exert our utmost efforts to have a resolution
merable additions constantly being made to pleasure to have two spare copies to send to
passed in the College enjoining upon all of
every department of literature,it might encour- your friends ; it gives you an opportunity of Llewellyn’s “ Witty Friends” the urgent neage genius and struggling talent in following devoting two pages of your next letter to ex- cessity of suspending from their “ noses in the
the example set by the French Academy, and cuses. You tell them that you trust they may air” a foundation stone of the New Building.
offer each year prizes for the best poems, es find an item or so, to interest them; though
It may possibly relieve him of many a painful
says, etc., on certain specific subjects. Manly you must confess the general tone of the pa- spectacle. Now let us investigale the charge
and honest criticism would once more prevail, per is somewhat dry to persons outside the of Llewellyn’s “ Witty Friends,” who assert
and the capable critic would be restored to his College. But not to those within ; oh no! that our “little paper” is an “ obituary jourtrue position. While the matter sent abroad All the students look eagerly forward to the nal.” I have lying before me the November
by the public press might decrease in quantity day when it is to make its appearance ; they number. Let us glance at the headings of the
it would unquestionably improve in quality, devour its contents with twice the relish they
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various interesting articles it contains. On writing. Four, one of which was poetry,—ap- for the objectors to the History of the College
the first page there is the “ Early History of peared in the December number; two, if not assure us they do not read them. But these
Georgetown College, with a Biographical three of these were specially solicited of the young gentlemen, in spite of the warning we
sketch of its Founder and Extracts from his writers. Three in January, two of which were gave them on a former occasion not to deceive
Correspondence”(copy-right secured), the sec- solicited, the third being 11 Llewellyn’s” vol- themselves on this subject, persist in regarding
ond page contains more matter on the same untarily offered by himself, for which we thank themselves as the public: like thetthree tailors
subject, while the third is occupied by the him, and to which “ Tombstone” makes no of Tooley street, who headed their manifesto,
“ Early History of G. C.,” but more particu- adequate reply, as is plain enough to any dis- “We, the people of England.” However, we
larly by the aforementioned “ Extracts.” On passionate reader. In February, two in prose give their communication—or rather their exthe next page there is an account of a “ Trip and two in poetry, all of which were solicited communication—the room they request, so
to Emmittsburg.” This is written by one of except one of the prose articles. And in this that no complaints of theirs may even appear
the students,—a noticeable fact for those who connection, we have to thank one of the tea- to have a basis of justice. But, if we are not
labor under the delusion that one third of the chers for his cordial aid in procuring many of greatly mistaken, we apprehend it will be read
articles in the Journal are from the pens of stu- these pieces. As to College news, not an item by the great mass of our friends, in and out of
dents. Further on comes a two-column edito- has been contributed at any time by a student College, with some amazement: and by the
rialj on “ Our New Building. If any one whicli lias not first been laboriously sought for latter, especially,—who, taking advertisements
has not, as yet, heard of this “ New Building,” by the editor, who, by universal consent is left and subscriptions together, are our main supI am happy to inform them that the founda- to gather up for himself all the local news,— porters,—with some degree of pity for the witty
tion of this modern wonder is partially laid and such as it is : and if there is not more of it, it young gentlemen who have no other use for
work upon it is actually in progress at the pre- is not the fault of the editor. As to the busi- their talents than to decry their college paper,
sent time. Next to this editorial are six col- ness of the paper, he does not complain that instead of helping to make it a success. Sooth
umns devoted to “ In Memoriam,” another ar- he is not helped by others, since nobody lias to say, there are—and always have been from
ticle on the “ New Building” (probably writ- sufficient time to spare to be of any use to the beginning—students here noted as the best
ten by a student), two obituaries on ecclesias- him : hence, the more reason why he should or among the best writers in their respective
tical divines, a poem entitled “ Requiescat in be aided where aid is practicable on the part of classes, who have never offered to contribute
Pace” and seventeen advertisements. These students.
anything to these columns.
So that it seems,—should anything really be
sprightly articles with one or two items on
In fact, we had begun to despair, until work
“ Base Ball” and the “ Societies” fill the pa- wanting,—Tombstone and his friends, witty on the present number was commenced, of
and other, are largely responsible : in short getting any material help from local contribugesof our renowned “ little paper.”
Now for the love of suffering subscribers, they first make tiie occasion and then com- tors : we are glad to say now that we have no
Llewellyn, please show us the risible portion plain of it. T. would have presented a better less than seven pieces contributed, indepenof your “ Witty Friends” charge! You pique case for himself if he had not gone back, for dently of that with which Tombstone tickles
yourself upon your capability “ to fathom the his criticism, to a paper published four months the ears of his witty friends : and much as we
witticisms” of these cynical wretches; then ago, which was exceptionally full of obitu- would wish to get them all into this number,
dive deep into your ponderous intellect and aries because an exceptional number of old it will be impossible, of course, to do so: some
bring this matter to light. For me, the charge students and others of whom a notice was due must hold over to the next. Butliterary offerwears a grave and serious aspect and has the in this paper, had happened to die just before: ings so numerous and generally so meritorious,
and since the paper in question was so mortu- —and even Tombstone’s is rather amusing,—
outward appearance of being only too true.
TOMBSTONE. ary in character, we thought we might as well go far to show that our paper holds the place
fill it out with poetry in keeping with the gen it ought in the esteem of our College writers,
NOTE By THE EDITOR. If our “ Witty Friend,” eral contents: and in spite of its funereal title notwithstanding the dereliction of those whom
above, had devoted his talents to entertaining a very good selection it was, too, as all must Llewellyn arraigns and Tombstone represents.
the readers of this paper in some other way than admit who read it. But Tombstone does not This time, too, they have been tendered for
in censure of it, he would have filled amo;e want to hear of old students deceased, whose the most part without any solicitation from the
worthy part. We should have found room for good name ought to be dear to those who re- the editor. Finally, we might remark that
his contributions, had he offered them, as we spect the College which sent them forth: lie some persons are so constituted that they can
have found room for all those which have does not want to hear anything of its past his- never be happy without a grievance : and after
passed through the hands of the regular Com- tory : lie resents any display of its present pro- all, when the possessor of the grievance _bemittee. We are at a loss therefore to know gress, as illustrated in the grand building just comes entitled to it by virtue of the conviction
what he means by “the arbitrary manner in begun : he makes no account of the faithful that he can run a paper better than the editor,
which things are managed at headquarters.” chronicle the paper presents every month of he is in a measure excusable on account of the
If he would rise to explain, he would confer a the incidents tliut occur in College: what then prevalence of that conviction among people
favor on others besides the editor who may be does he want? Something in the style of the inclined to be critical. But a College boy
astonished at his remark. To show how little Boys and Girls’ Weekly ? We can assure him without a grievance of some kind, real or imzeal has existed among the students during the that, with the exception of a small circle of aginary, would be a marvel to behold : remindpresent scholastic year in the matter of con- malcontents in the college,—the amount of ing one of those odd fishes we read about:
tributing to the paper, we might remark that whose literary aid to the paper must be very “ Rari nantes in gurgite vasto.”
in the first number, that for October, only one trifling, (since all together give so little,) and
communication from a student appeared ; and whose pecuniary support of it is certainly repGod will not refuse the poor offerings of
he was one who had long before been reques- resented by a very small fraction of its receipts,
ted by the editor to write and had now acce- —the paper is highly appreciated, and its con- poor people; but he will not accept the poor
offerings of the rich.
ded for the first time. One, again, in the No- tents are read with avidity. Nay, in the College
and
out
of
it
there
are
attentive
readers
He who has nothingto do in this world butto
vember number (the obnoxious one), solicited
by the editor and obtained witli great difficulty even of the articles which Tombstone and his amuse himself has got the hardest job on Land
—several other students refusing the task of witty friends criticizejjwithout having read:— that we know of.
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present year, achieved the honorable distinc examination. One member of this class was
tion of writing bis faultlessly. The class, by “ demoted” and four others have to pass athe recent departure of a promising member gain.
to enter into business, is now reduced to ten,
In Second Grammar, George Donworth took
ESTABLISHED 1872.
whereas last year’s class furnished fourteen for the ticket, with 282 marks, and is promoted.
A TWELVE PAGE QUARTO, PUBLISHED graduation the present year. In Organic Jas. L. Morris is also promoted. Two were
MONTHLY DURING THE TEN MONTHS
Chemistry, Albert J. Laplace was perfect. In sent a class lower, and a third abandons Latin
OF THE SCHOLASTIC YEAR.
First Mathematics, which embraces chiefly and Greek and goes to the English Class. No
TERMSOne dollar a year ill advance. members of Rhetoric,—though Blake, Duffy remarks are appended by the examiner, blit a
Single copies, ten cents. Business cards and Lawlor do not belong to it, having finished long list appears of failures in particular les(one incli) inserted for $5 a year, inclu- their mathematical course,—A. J. Laplace, sons. In English composition, Wm. L. Mcding a copy of tlie paper during that
Jos. P. O’Brien (of Poetry) and E. 0. Russell Laughlin took the ticket.
period. Additional space furnished at
Third Grammar, containing twenty-five memthe rate of fifty cents an inch, or Four were perfect, and A. A. Sweeney (of Poetry)
attained 276.
bers, did not gain a ticket, the highest point
dollars aeoluinn, each issue.
In Poetry, the examiner remarks that Jos. reached being Claude Higgins’ 249 J. Henry
The COLLEGE JOURNAL is published by a P. O’Brien, who gained the ticket, with 276
Hall gained the ticket in English composition.
stock association among the students. Its
purpose is to aid their literary improvement, marks, Frank P. McManus, Jas. Roane, and The examiner reports as follows ; “ A sort of
to chronicle the news of the College, etc. The Walter S. Clarke, passed very creditable ex- fatalism with regard to the result seemed to
paper being principally devoted to matters of aminations indeed, and that Daniel W. Law- be an epidemic. This lack of confidence had
local interest, it must rely for its support lor “ was almost perfect in the studies in which
taken possession of all but two, C. Higgins and
chiefly upon the students and Alumni of the
College and its Departments, and their he was examined,” but as Greek was not one Frank Mohun. If, as a well-known educator
friends. These and all former students are of these, he was not able lo compete for the has put it, to know is to be certain that a thing
exhorted to sustain it by their patronage. ticket with O’Brien. Two of the nineteen is, then we can readily see how all important
Those whose address is not known, are re- members of the class were, as the result of the it is that the tyros in Third Grammar should
quested to a i-jimunicate it, or their friends
icill do so for them, as a specimen copy can examination, sent to First Grammar, and a regard nothing as learned till every doubt has
*
*
*
In Neat any time be furnished gratuitously. Those number of others had special lessons to re- been thrust away.
who wish the back volumes willbe supplied at view- In English studies, Conde B. Pallen pos and Phaedrus, the Latin was generally
a reduction.
took the ticket, with 294J marks, D. W. Law- pronounced and translated with some fluency:
Address,
lor coming within two marks of him, and the but in the estimation of a large number, parsCOLLEGE JOURNAL, following ranging from 279 to 275,—Jas. Roane sing was not an exact science,” &c. Four
Georgetown, D. C. Jos. P. O’Brien, A. A. Sweeney, Walter S. members of the class were sent to Rudiments.
Clarke, Ign. P.O’Neill, Geo. C. Oxnard, and In the English Class no ticket was gained, the
Ernest Laplace. In Inorganic Chemistry, highest marks being those of Jos. A. Pujos,,
GEORGETOWN
COLLEGE, MARCH 1878
Jno. AY. Keogh was perfect, Alex, do Bodisco 234; he gained one, however, in English commade 288, and E. Laplace 275. In Second position .
MIDBEE EXAMINATION.
Mathematics, Jas. Roane was perfect, Jno. W.
In First Rudiments, the honors were won by
The results of the Middle Examination are Keogh gained 295, Jos. P. Collins (of prepar- Rafael Padro by nearly fifty marks more than
always inquired tor by friends outside, and as atory division) 290, Jos. A. Callahan and A1 any one else in the class, and he was promoted.
they were not known in time for our last num- bert J. Myer, each 280, while the following He also won the ticket in English composition,
ber, it is proper they should be recorded here. gained 275 : E. Laplace, H. C. Walsh, C. M. closely followed by Louis D. Lawlor, Chas. W.
The oral examination .began Jan. 25th, and Tabor, A. Bodisco, Wm. J. Kernan, and J. Jones, and Edmund Munoz. One member of
the class descended lower. In Second Rudiended Feb. 2d, the written one having taken Edson Briggs (of 1st Grammar.)
Of First Grammar, the examiner $ays ments, Georg6 Aldige led, with 279 marks.
place early in January. Feb. 4th (Monday) was
the holiday given at the close of examinations, that the class, “with the exception of two, He and George Bryan, with 266 marks, were
and the results were read and the tickets have done very creditably in all the lessons promoted. On the other hand, two dead failduring the past examination, and deserve spe- ures are reported, but as there is no lower
awarded the following day.
The examiner of the Rhetoricians remarks cial commendation for their thoroughness in class to go to, the bankrupts must remain
that the matter assigned that class “ was pre- Latin and Greek grammar. Had they paid a where they are. In English Composition, Jas.
pared with great labor and care; they deserve little more attention to the parsing of their Manrovv and Geo. Bryan led. The examiner
to be complimented on their success.” In fact Greek authors, and to History, their examina says ; “We are much pleased with this class.
they proved the “ Banner Class” of the exam- tion would have been remarkably good.” The The larger number of the students passed very
ination, and as champions enjoyed the pre- highest marks, 263, were gained by Jas. M. fair examinations.”
To return to Mathematics. In Algebra,
scriptive holiday on the 9th of Feb. Their Willcox, but as this was not enough to gain a
average was 240, exceeding by nine marks the a ticket, none was given. Of the two who Maurice F. Clagett and Joseph F. Kernan led
Rhetoric champions of last year. The ticket failed, one descended a class lower, and the each wi.h 290 marks. Two members of the
of the examination was taken jointly by Thos. other forswore classics altogether and went class descend to Arithmetic.—In First ArithC. Blake and Edw. 0. Russell, each with 279| into the English Class. In English composi- metic, Lemuel J. Elliot and Wm. B. McKeon
marks. They also gained the ticket in En- tion the ticket was taken by Harry C. Walsh ; gained 270, and two were sent a peg lower.—
glish studies of Rhetoric, with 291J marks. Wm. Lackey approximating, together with J. In Second, Augustus E. Gueno led, with 270 ;
In English they were followed closely in marks E. Briggs and E. Hart. In Third Mathematics, while in Third, George Aldige led, with 299.
by every other member of the class; except which corresponds in grade with First Gram- Colas B. Trist reached 290, and T. Addis Emone only partially examined, the lowest mark mar, although it happens to contain many who met 284.
In First French, James L. Morris was perreached being 274. In Greek and Latin themes belong to other classes, tlie honors were Come
for the examination, (translations), T. C. Law- off by George Donworth, Chas. F. McGahan, fect, having gained 300 and the public ticket.
lor, who only began the study of Greek the and Prosper E. Thian, who passed a perfect Private tickets were given the following, who
THE GEORGETOWN
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embrace all the remainder of the class except
four : Waldemar G. Landry, 294 : Elias Uribe,
293 : P. E. Thian, 289 : C. M. Tabor, 288: G.
C. Oxnard, 286J: Jules Aldige, 276J: J. M.
Willcox, Robt. O. Jenkins, and Francis P.
Kearney, each 276: J. A. Pujos, 275: Boris
Bodisco, 271. In Second French, Albert J.
Lagarde led, with 272. In Third, Geo. Donworth took the ticket, with 296: Henry Hall
gained 288 : both were promoted. In German,
no ticket was given, the highest reached being
258, by Edw. P. Farrell.
Thus, as usual at the Middle Examination,
more were sent down than up ; of the former,
fifteen persons in seventeen classes : of the
latter, two in 2d Gram., one in 1st Rud., two
in 2d Rud., and two in 3d French ; seven promotions, embracing six persons. Those who
failed without losing their hold on their class,
are suspended from going out until they have
reviewed their lessons : which accounts for the
large number who spent Washington’s Birthday in College. Or, they will be released from
their disabilities if they should gain 95 marks
during the current month. It is certain there
never was more industry displayed in the College than since the close of the Middle Examination of 1877-78.

THE UANGEKS OE THE AGE.

We have always despised the sermonizer and
the croaker. The chief occupation of the former consists in dinning into the ears of his
neighbor advice and warning which are as un
acceptable to the recipient as they are out of
place from the giver. The croaker Is a personage whose voice is continually raised in
doleful prophecies of evils to come. It is impossible for him to speak words of good cheer.
Such conduct on his part would be as great a
surprise to us as to hear notes of canary-like
sweetness and melody from the ihioat of the
crow.
The person who sees what he considers glaring defects and dangers in the state of society
during this age of enlightenment, and who
gives utterance to his opinions is likely to be
branded with the above mentioned epithets as
the reward of his pains. We do not wish to
underrate the character of the present age. It
is an age of progress,—of progress in art, in
government, and in thought,—nevertheless,
not every part of the system is perfect. A
beautiful exterior may often conceal cankering
sores that are eating away the vital organs of
the body.
Often upon a clear summer day we may observe a small cloud hanging upon the edge of
the horizon. Sometimes it dissolves and van
ishes harmlessly away. Often it swells and
and increases until it has blackened the whole
face of the heavens:—and soon we hear the
roar of the thunder and mark the destructive
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bolts of the lightning. In the same way many nate pursuit of wealth confined to the immediof the evils of the age are unobserved simply ate victims the evil would not be so great.
because they do not seem to work any great But the reverse is the truth. In the eyes of
harm at present. But soon, when they shall the world wealth is a garment which like charhave extended beyond their present dimensions, ity,—“ covers a multitude of sins.” It magwhen their power for mischief has been in- nifies a hundredfold the good qualities with
creased tenfold, society will be convinced of which Its possessor may chance to be endowed,
and it compensates for the absence of educatheir presence by sad and bitter experience.
Perhaps one of the greatest dangers of the tion and moral worth. It unlocks the houses
age, not only on account of its own immediate of the great and usurps for its owner the first
power for evil, but also because many of the place in the house of worship. The sympaother evils flow from it, is the growing spirit of thies of a large portion of society are immedithe age to reject the idea of submission to a ately enlisted in favor of the swindler whose
higher Power and the belief in a life ill-gotten gains amount to millions, while the
hereafter. Considering religion in reference to less fashionable and less daring thief whose
the present life alone,we find that adherence to stealings amount to as many hundreds goes to
its principles is of immense benefit to society the penitentiary unlamented, and followed by
and government. By religion, men are held not a single sigh of pity.
together by the ties of a common brotherhood.
Luxury and corruption have caused the
By it they are taught that they have certain downfall of the most powerful governments
duties to perform in reference to themselves, which have ever existed. History presents to
their fellow-man and the the government un- America the potent and solemn examples of
der which they live. They are taught that Persia, Greece, and Rome. They perished,
they are responsible beings and that the effects not by the invasion of hostile armies :—on the
of the acts of this life will not pass away with field of battle they were invincible,—but their
it. Destroy the idea of a God and you sap the direst foe was not to be met with steel. The,
foundations upon which government is built : insidious poison of luxury first destroyed the
—you break down the barriers which surround virtue of their citizens,—the downfall of their
the breast of man and give an easy entrance to governments was a necessary consequence.
the vilest passions. In a word you toll him The condition of our own country to-day is by
he is accountable to no one,—that fear of de- no means encouraging to the lovers of repubtection is the only fear that need deter him lican institutions. But a century of America's
national life ha3 expired, and a century is a
from crime.
But though the number of those who believe short period in the life of history of a nation .
in the true God has been greatly diminished, Whether our country, with the awful warnings
there is a false god before whose altars are of history before her eyes, will continue outlie
prostrated a countless host of worshippers. path which leads to that yawning abyss in which
That god is “ Mammon, the least erected spir- have mouldered to dust tlio shattered fragit that fell from heaven.” We have often won- ments of so many governments, is an evil
dered at the perversity of that chosen people against the realization of which we can only
who after receiving so many miraculous marks hope.
We have endeavored to point out a few of
of favor from on high,returned again and again
to their graven idols. But the same golden the leading evils of the day. There are many
calf which the Israelites set up and worshipped others upon which it would be interesting to
in the deserts of Arabia has had no votaries touch, but brevity will not permit it and we
more blinded and idolatrous than those who at are compelled to hasten on to another portion
the present day offer to it the sacrifice of every of the subject. Did space permit, it would be
thing that is noble and good. In the pursuit well to treat of the baneful influence excited
wealth everything else is forgotten. The ma- by these evils on the minds of the young.
jority of those who seek it seem- to act on the This is perhaps the most to be lamented of all
same principle as the general who resolving within the range of their powers,—that they
to obtain possession of a fortress,determines to scatter broadcast their seeds of destruction and
sacrifice if necessary nine-tenths of his force thus live on to do their work of death. It
in the assault. In the same way men often might also be an interesting task to consider
sacrifice health, honor and the esteem of the the habits of the youth of the present day,
their mode of education, not only inside of
good in the pursuit of a desired object.
The general often finds that the small force school but also outside of it, and their gene al
which remains after the assault, is unable to bearing towards those with whom they are
retain possession of the fortress, and he dis brought into contact. Although by no means
covers that he has gained a barren victory. In siding with those stern censors of youth, the
the same way those who after a long labor “ unco guid,” who regard the title “Young
have amassed wealth, too often find that they America” as the synonyme of everything that
have lost that which is necessary to the proper is depraved and vicious, and believing, as we
do believe,that there is still many a warm and
enjoyment of their treasure.
Were the effects occasioned by this inordi- pure spot in the heart of the American youth,
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we nevertheless fear that a searching examina- and lasting benefit to society. The good in- pard for Miss Cushman. In the speech of
tion would discover many traits of character fluence of such education is felt during every Brutus on the Death of Anthony, Albert Lanot altogether lovable. As to the feminine moment of man’s existence. It transmits its place gave more than ordinary pleasure.
portion of the community, our knowledge and principles into his tender mind when the first Redmond D. Walsh recited “Eugene Aram”
experience are not such as to enable us to give light of reason is dawning upon it. It teaches again, with even more effect than before.
a verdict. In observing whatever slight faults him his duties and responsibilities. It accus- Thos. P. Kernan, in rendering a selection from
they may have, we imagine that the duty of toms him to consider well every important ac- Longfellow, “ The day is done,” &c., exhibtlie JOURNAL woul be to follow the charitable tion of life, and to inquire not only whether he ited marked improvement over former efforts.
advice of the poet: and
will profit thereby, but also to ask himself
“ Be to their faults a little blind
whether what he is about to do is in accord
liDLLIAliDS.
And to their virtues very kind.”
with those living principles of justice and moThe Billiard Tournament mentioned in our
To point out a remedy for the evils which rality winch are implanted in his breast. The last still continues, and, as it will not end unwe have noticed is a task somewhat more diffi- man who will follow faithfully the teach- till each one of the twenty two participants
cult than tlie discovery of those evils. A ings of such a guide cannot but be true to plays with every body else entered, it may be
power of observation very ordinary enables himself, and his fellow-man, to his country imagined that a good while must elapse before
one to judge whether or not a man be in good and his God.
the 231gamesof an hour each can be got through
L.
health. To prescribe a remedy for sickness,
with. Those who enter pay two dollars, and,
the services of an experienced physician are
aredivided into three classes according to their
called in. We believe that the proper remeproficiency. The first class is composed of
Disting'uisliett Visitor.
dy for many of the evils of the age is educaB. Bodisco, Jas. E. Callahan, W. B. Carvill, J.
His
Excellency,
the
Most
Re'.
Dr.
Conroy,
tion. It is true that tlie good effects of this
II Farish, R. 0. Jenkins, N. J. Kennedy, G.
remedy will not be immediate, and consequent- Bishop of Ardagh and Clonmacnoise, Ireland, C. Oxnard, E. Uribe, and II. C. Walsh : in this
ly a large portion of society whose character Delegate Apostolic to Canada, visited the Col- class the victor will receive a prize of $8. The
is already formed will not be benefited there- lege, Feb. 20th, accompanied by Rev. J Dela- second class comprises M. J. Clngett, W. D.
by. To this objection it might be replied that vigne, Director [of the Sulpician College at Gerke, W. M. Greenwell, J. F. Kernan, T. J.
although somewhat slow in its operation there Montreal, and Rev. C. Piccirillo, S. J., formLynch, E. J. Mulligan, I. P. O’Neill, H. A
is nothing that will act more speedily than ed- erly one of the editors of theCivilta C'attolica, Semmes, J. H. Sloan, and J.B.Veeder : prize,
and
confessor
to
Pius
IX,
but
now
Professor
ucation. Great results are seldom attained
$6. The third class contains E. R. Cassidy,
by work of a few years; and such an immense of Scripture at Woodstock College, Md. The J. D. Harvey, and T. H. Larkin : prize, $1.
Delegate,
after
remaining
a
couple
of
days,
mass of evils has accumulated that only steady,
Some interesting contests are reported, so far.
patient toil can remove them. Although as a went to Woodstock, where he spent a week Rating the victor at 100 points, and naming him
or
more.
Returning
here,
lie
made
another
means of reformation it will fail to benefit a
first, they are as follows : Uribe and Walsh, 4
certain class, still we are not to reject it on short stay before proceeding to the West. In points: Oxnard and Uribe, 7 points: Carvill and
this account. There is no agent so far reach- the mean time, escorted by our Rev. President, Oxnard, 6 points: Walsh and Farish, ditto:
ing in its operation as to bring the entire na- he made a call of courtesy upon President Farish and Uribe, 12 points: Kennedy and
tion under its benign influence,—and as edu- Hayes. During his second visit to the Col Farish, 9 points: Walsh and Oxnard, 11 points:
cation is undoubtedly the agent which will be- lege, the Delegate was waited upon by the In the second class, Sloan and O’Neill 1 point:
stow its blessings upon the greatest number, members of the Philosophy class, in behalf of Semmes and Veeder, ditto: Gerke and Greenwe are to make use of education. At the the students in general. He was good entfugh well, 7 points. In tlie third class, an exciting
same time there is nothing to prevent the ap- to promise a holiday, the day to be fixed by game between Harvey and Larkin ended in a
plication of other remedies to that portion of the Rev. President.
victory of twenty points for the former. Posthe people who are not benefited by education.
sibly, when the Tournament is over, an addiThe children of to-day are to stamp their charMonthly Declamation.
tional prize will be given to the one making the
acter on the society of to-morrow Society
highest run. The score is kept by Carvill, to
The exercises of Feb. 23d exhibited the
will be but the mirror on which will be picwhom we are indebted for these particulars.
usual
striking
contrasts
in
oratory.
Among
tured, and which will reflect back, the image
of their souls. By directing their footsteps those who deserve an encouraging word,
MASQUERADE.
into the proper paths, the very root of the evil either on account of their painstaking or for
Our Shrove-Tuesday masquerade, March 5th,
the promise they give of future proficiency,
will be destroyed.
By education, however, we do not mean that were Walter D. Gerke, Alex, de Bodisco, and was attended with its usual enjoyable features.
false system which trains the faculties of the J. Hamilton Farish, declaimers, Paul Ran It is one of the few occasions during the year
mind to the exclusion, and at the expense of dolpb, John W.Burleson,and Wm. M. Green- when every body goes in witli might and main
the heart. This system of training does not well, readers. There were but two other for an evening’s enjoyment within College premerit the name, education on the contrary, readers, one of whom did not quite fill the cincts, and preparation is made for it accord
it is the source whence many of the great evils measure of excellence be is capable of : the ingly, the question of costume discussed, and
of the age derive their origin. It is partly other was Ernest Laplace, who has only to the decision finally reached by each one, after
the cause and partly the effect of that all ab- conquer something of the French accentua- much palaver with the costuming committee
sorbing thirst for wealth and power which has tion of syllables, in order to be every way ad and study of their list of dresses. Then, pockgained possession of tlie minds of men, and mirable as a speaker or reader. Of the de- et-books are depleted, for the expenses of coswhich rejects as useless everything that does claimers, however, there were nineteen. Four tume, supper, and music, and every one awaits
not directly tend to the attainment of those of these were particularly meritorious. Mau- with impatience the evening whose pleasures
ends. By education, we mean education in rice W. Claggett rendered a not very well will repay his outlay. Healthful appetites dethe true sense of the term,—that symmetrical chosen piece in excellent style. Frank Duffy mand a good solid foundation to begin with,
training of all the faculties both mental and never did better than on this occasion. His and this is supplied by the supper at 5J: turmoral, by which alone man can render true piece was “The Emigrants,” written by Des- key with cranberry sauce, scolloped oysters,
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and the other etceteras intervening before Lagarde, Wood, W. McLaughlin, H. Touceda,
ments having been printed long before this is
mince pie is reached, with its following of tea W. Kengla, S. Grassin, G. Aldige and Carroll. is written.
and coffee. Then, lest night prayers might be Although the maskers were not so numerous
forgotten in the subsequent scramble, a little as in former years, the scene was gay and strikTlie New Building.
piety in the chapel, which nobody objects to ing, and was fully enjoyed even by those specWork was resumed on the basement walls,
on a full stomach. The work of dressing then tators from the house and a few from without March 5th, in preparation for which four derproceeds, elaborate in some cases, simple in who had no active part in the amusements of ricks had been erected, one of which tumbled
others, but managed by each so that nobody the evening. At eleven, all unmasked, and over and broke a window recently. All the
except a .chum or two shall connect the dress many were the surprises. But a few were also derricks are now securely moored. Mr. Hanwith the wearer. The motley assembly, which qwing to the same dress not being worn the non has, in addition to his former contract,
exhibits elements of the picturesque as well entire evening by the same party. Then, a that for the stone work of the entire front.
as of the grotesque, then assembles at eight in lunch of hot chocolate, buns, &c, was served, At present, all the masons that can be got are
the corridor of the main building, for the and at 11J the maskers and others scattered, at work on the north and south pavilions.
march by twos across the yard to the scene of for bed. The next morning, tired limbs found The proceedings arc as usual a source of unfestivity. Shouts of laughter on the part of congenial rest in the late sleep allowed, and wearying attention on the part of the students.
the unmasked, and many guesses at the iden- then all awoke to the realities of Lenten fare The general superintendence of the whole contity of particular persons, greet the assembly and the Retreat.
struction has been committed to Mr. Jeff. D.
and the procession. The Italian band on the
The Committee who fulfilled the arduous du- Bradford, formerly of the U. S. Coast Surplatform strikes up a lively air on the entry of ty of costuming,—the dresses being procured vey.
the procession in the hall, and the marching by them from Washington,—were Jos. L. MorTax ou Oeorgetowu College.
evolutions of the masqueraders give the spec- gan, (chairman), Conde B. Pallen, and JolinP.
It will surprise many friends of this veneratators an ample opportunity of noting the Chew.
ble seat of learning to hear that the Commisdresses and the odd contrasts the couples genThe Refreshment Committee were John K. sioners of the District of Columbia propose to
erally present. Those who do not dance,—a Bradford, R. O. Jenkins, and R. J. Slater.
tax this institution in future.—Messrs. MERlarger number this year than usual,—then leave
The Floor Committee, Henry V. Turner, RICK, MORRIS, and MATTINGLY, representing the
the floor to those who do, who maskedandun- W. Gaston Payne, and Jas. E. Callahan. All College, met tile Commissioners a few days
masked keep up this enjoyment almost with- the young gentlemen of the Committees acquit- since to talk over the legality of the proposed
tax. The subject was discussed at consideraout intermission, for three hours. The par- ted themselves of their tasks with entire satis- ble length, and it was stated that the College
ticularly good dancers noted were Harvey, Cal- faction to their clients. The weather was would pay the taxes assessed under protest,
and an agreed case to be selected as a test to
lahan, Jenkins, Clarke, Blake, Keogh, Payne, quite propitious, being mild and clear.
submit to the courts to determine the legaliClagett, A. Touceda, Turner, and Bryan, the
ty.—Prince Georgian.
last two of whom displayed their grace in the
The Washington correspondent of the BaltiReligious Items.
rendition of the four step galope. The maskmore Sun gives the following details in regard
The
annual
Retreat
of
three
days
for
the
ers were Turner, who kept up capitally an old
to this extraordinary procedure of the District
man’s part, D. W. Lawlor, as “ Shoo Fly Nig,” students, began on the evening of Ash-WedCommissioners. Other literary institutions in
nesday,
March
6th,Junder
the
pastor
of
Trinity,
and quite undiscoverable, Callahan and Jenthe District besides Georgetown College are
kins, who made capital Harlequins, the latter’s Rev. John J. Murphy, S. J. The sermons are
interested in the final issue.
dress being very rich : while Stack as Demon, at 9 and 11 in the morning, 4 and 8 in the evenThe agreed suit of Georgetown College vs.
Fallen as Falstaff, and Johnson as “ Little Nig,” ing. The Retreat, which is not over when this the District of Columbia, which has been made
were also well personated. Some particularly is written, promises to be very effective.
up by the agreement of the counsel for the colThe students’ Mass on Ash-Wednesday mor- lege and the attorney for the District, was
rich dresses were those of Slater as Black Prince,
Burleson as Claude Melnotte, Collins and D. ning was said at 9 o’clock by the Rev. Presi- tiled to-day. The case, the merits of which
have been heretofore reported, may be sumP. Morgan as Pages, Carvill as Joan of Arc, dent, who, before blessing and distributing the marized in the statement that the District
Raborg as White Knight, Wamelink as Black ashes, gave a short exhortation on the proper charged Georgetown College taxes to the aKnight, &c. The only domino present was manner of carrying out-the spirit of the peni- mount of $30,909 27 on real and personal estate ; that the college claimed that it is exClarke, but there was a numerous corps of tential season just entered upon ; adverting, empt from taxation under the laws of the Uniphantoms, whose disguise was perfect and who in this connection, to the exercises of the Re- ted States; but the District commissioners deacted the part as effectively as flesh and blood treat, in which his hearers were about to en- clined to allow the claim, whereupon the college paid the taxes under protest, and now
could do it. They were Ives, Schoolfleld, Brad- gage.
enters suit to recover the sum paid. The case
ford, O’Connoi;, O’Donovan, DeCourcy, Mcwill be certified at once to the General Term,
Meal, T. Lawlor, McManus, G. Merryman,
MEDMA1 DEPARTMENT.
to be tried there in the first instance, and will
Willcox,andlI. Walsh; other dresses were with
The annual Commencement of the Medical probably go ultimately to the Supreme Court
few exceptions, so familiar here, or in reports Department of Georgetown University will of the United States.
of masquerades in Washington, that there is take place on Tuesday evening, March 19th, at
LEFT OVER. Besides several literary conno need of recapitulating them. The wearers, Lincoln Hall. The Summer Session will be- tributions, and some notes of local interest, an
besides those mentioned above, were Cassidy, gin April 1st. Introductory by Dr. J. S. Beale interesting account from a Washington paper
Eden, Greenwell, Feild, Couturie, Morris, Le- at the Medical College, corner E and 10th sts., of an intei view with Fr. Curley concerning Fr.
vert, McElroy, A. Bodisco, Baltzell, McKeon, at 8 o’clock, P. M. The lectures will be de- Secchi, the great astronomer dead at Rome,
who resided herein 1848-9. Also acknowledgBenoist, Lynch, Harvey, Chew, L. D. Lawlor, livered each Monday, Wednesday, and Friday, ments of publications and exchanges received,
Shanahan, O’Neill, Flynn, Mulligan, Hart, continuing through the months of April, May, obituary notices of former students recently
Sweeney, Goddard, Larkin, Kennedy, McCon- and September. A list of the Professors of the deceased, &c. In view of the anguish these
vill, Blake, Farrell, Mayson, and perhaps Summer Session has been handed to us for in- latter notices cause some of our mercurial
friends, residents of the College, we regret the
others on the “large side.” On the other,
sertion, but at so late a period that we shall necessity of inditing them. But if relatives
of the deceased knew that the grief they felt
were, besides Johnson, Collins and D. Morgan,
have to postpone it until the next number, the were perpetuated by readers on the spot, ,they
Manrow, Pujos,Mohun, S.Levert, C. Higgins,
sheet which contains our present advertise- would doubtless feel consoled.
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So, its secret cabalistic must they seek,
For ’tis Greek.

POETRY.
TO AORIPPA.
Horace, 6th Ode
Yarius, child of Meeonian song, shall
Thy fame in epic numbers, victor brave,
How, ’neath thy guiding hand, Rome’s soldiers
gained
The warriors’ crown on land and ocean wave.
Agrippa, we of humbler flight ne’er dare
Such deeds to sing, nor fierce Achilles’ ire,
Nor false Ulysses’ wandering o’er the seas,
Nor blood-stained race of Athens’ cruel sire.
Modesty, and the peaceful muse forbid
That we should try our lowly voice to raise,
And speak in lyric verses, light and vain,
Thine own and royal Caesar’s lofty praise.

Ancient pedagogue, go hire
Thee a hall;
For I see you’ll never tire,
After all.
Stop that scowling, scowling, scowling,
Cross thy hands upon thy breast;
Let them hear no more that howling,
Give them just one tiny rest.
Then they’ll shout, shout, shout, shout, shout—
Hist! ’tis five,—hurra ! old fellow, let them
out;
Now, boys, shout!
Me.

PIO

Who, in accents worthy, e’er could paint
The War-God with his adamantine cloak ?
Or Merion, black with Trojan dust and blood :
Or Diomede, who e’en gods’ armor broke ?
Untrammeled, e’en by Passion’s softest chain,
We sing in jocund strains of banquets gay,
Or tell of maidens, who with fingers soft,
At coyish war with willing lovers play.
O’B.

THAT CLASS OF HIS.
Hear the pedagogue at work,
Might and main,
What a terrible old Turk!
How insane!
Hear him chatter, chatter, chatter
To those naughty little boys,
Drowning with his own loud clatter
Every minor sort of noise.
How he yells, yells, yells, yells, yells, yells, yells i
With his overpowering knowledgehow he swells
As he yells !
* See that red-haired little chap,
By the wall;
Georgie Washington mayhap him they call;
Winning glory, glory, glory,
Rolling marbles on the floor;
And when caught he’ll tell the story
He has told the day before,
But his yells, yells, yells, yells, yells, yells,
yells,
Shall at evening issue whence the Prefect dwells,
And SU9I1 yells 1 .
What a heterogeneous rabble,
Surely, they!
What mysterious sounds they babble,
All the day!
What a pity, pity, pity,
Such sweet cherubs must intone
Every day that horrid ditty
Fit for pedagogues alone :
Tis Amo, amas, amat, amo, amas amat—
“You young rascal stop your laughing and take
that, that, that,
That—amat!”
What’s this other dark invention ?
Gory Greek!
Won’t some Woman’s Rights Convention
Gainst it speak ?
Hear them stumble, stumble, stumble
Through the labyrinthine maze ,
For they find it hard to tumble
To Bouleuo’s subtle ways.
O ’tis Greek, Greek, Greek, Greek,
Greek, Greek, Greek,

NONO.

Prof. Gloetzner at the organ. The President
made a short address to the students, exhorting them to remember, in their prayers, the
soul of him who while living had been clothed
with sucli awful responsibilities, so that if there
were anything to expiate in the life which to
the eyes of men seemed spotless, they might
pay to Pius IX the tribute of duty and affection due from them,—a tribute especially due
in their case, to whom the late Pope had in
times past written in person. In accordance
with the suggestion made, the Catholic students offered their Communions for the deceased on the following Sunday.
The mourning was removed from the Chapel, Feb. 20th, on the news of the election of
Cardinal Pecci as Leo XIII. In the interest
of that harmony of religious feeling between
catholics and non-catholics which now seems
very generally to prevail in our republic, and
ought always to be a feature in its society, we
are glad to note the cordial eulogies which the
secular press bestows upon the character of
the new Pontiff. Perhaps, however, when
they discover that in making his ecclesiastical
studies at the Roman College, he was instructed by the Jesuits, they may not be so unanimous.

In the death of Pope Pius the Ninth the
Catholic church has lost one of its greatest
and most intelligent pontiffs, and a man has
passed from the living lists of the world whose
like we shall scarcely see again.
Pius the Ninth was eminently great. He
stands out in bold relief along the pictured
chancels of the old church’s sanctuary, clearly
defined as a cameo stone, for courage, benevolence and wisdom. As a prelate he was holy,
devout and sincere ; as a pontiff he was discreet in judgment, provident in his wisdom
and direct and successful in his action. His
character was a perfect exhibit of unity and
fixity. There was no more of indecision in his
will than skepticism in his mind. And thereThe aspect of moral obligation which things
in was the sublime secret of his success.
All men pay homage to the memory of this sometimes assume when we wish to do them
great, good man. Under his temporal rule lie is wonderful.
struck swift and deadly blows at the abuses in
and about Rome. He put behind him the dead
waste of the past that still remained, and with
Dec. 1877*
intelligent liberality exercised his temporal auAN
UNPRECEDENTED
SALE!
thority over the Eternal City in measures of
benevolence and progress.
The Sale of Upwards of 25,000 Copies of
Pius the Ninth goes down to his grave reARCHBISHOP GIBBONS’
vered and beloved by those of the religion
FAITH OF OUR FATHERS,
whose head he was, and respected by all men
altogether. His was the strongly individual- In a few Months, is a gratifying- evidence
ized character that compelled respect, while it
of its real merits and popularity.
won love. He was a priest, a prince and a
Now Ready, the Sixth Revised Edition.
gentleman.
30th Thousand, price §1.
The above, by the editor of one of the SunHoliday Edition, elegantly bound in English
day papers, (George Douglas), is in keeping cloth beveled, black and gold, gilt edges, suitable
with the eulogistic references on the part of for Christmas and New Year’s Presents, $150.
the secular press generally to our late revered
THE FAITH OF OUR FATHERS:
Pontiff. There were few exceptions to this
Being a Plain EXPOSITION and VINgood spirit observable, the most notable being DICATION of the CHURCH Founded by
that in the case of the N. Y. Tribune, which our EORD JESUS CHRIST.
displayed a bitterness and vulgarity on the ocBY FT. REV. JAMES GIBBONS D. Dcasion which found little or no sympathy
The object of this volume is to present, in a plain
among its contemporaries.
and practical form, an exposition and a vindication
The solemn service of requiem here for the of the principal tenets of the Catholic Church.
Cheap Edition for General Circulation, price in
deceased Pontiff took place in the College paper,
50 cts. In lots of 25 copies, $7.50. 50 copies,
Chapel Feb. 14-th, our Rev. President being $14. 100 copies, $25 net.
celebrant , assisted by Rev. Geo. Ign. Taylor, of 4®=*By Mail prepaid, in either style, only on receipt of the price, in currency.
Dover, Del. (then spending some days here),
^^Experienced Canvassers wanted in all parts of
and Mr. J. A. Conway, S. J., with a full atten- the U S. and Canada, to sell the Faith of Our
dance of acolytes. The Chapel had been Fathers, arid other Popular Works.
draped in mourning the afternoon before. The vG^Catalogues of Murphy & Co’s Publications,
comprising a Large and Varied List of Standard
pillars were swathed in spiral bands of black -Catholic Works of Devotion and Instructipn, Historical, Controversial, Theological, Biographical
cloth; festoons of black were suspended be- and
Musical Works, School Books, Tales, Novels,
neath the cornice all round the Chapel, and &c., together with a great variety of Standard
Prayer Books, in various Bindings, can be had on
black hangings were attached to all prominent application. Address
objects. The music was the old Gregorian,
MURPHY «fc UO. Publishers, Baltimore.
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Coin-Silver Tableware
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HON. RICHARD T. MERRICK, LL.D., FT
Lecturer on Constitutional Law and the Law of
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MARTIN F. MORRIS, LL. D.]
Lecturer on the Common Law, Real and Personal
Property, Crimes and Misdemeanors, and
the History of Law.
CHARLES W. HOFFMAN, LL. D., TALLMADG-E A. LAMBERT, ESQ., and W. H.
DENNIS, ESQ,
Judges of the Moot Court.
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6 p. m., in the Lecture Hall, 915 F Street, n. w.
For circulars address—
WM. HENRY DENNIS,
Secretary,
Court House, Washington, D. C
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MEERSCHAUM HOLDER for 40 cts.
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83 IIICiH STREET.

J. F. ELLIS & CO,
937 PENNSYLVANIA AVENUE.

Sole Agent for the

An old physician retired from active practice, having had placed in his hands by an
East Indian missionary the formula of a sitn
pie vegetable remedy for the speedy and permanent cure' of Consumption, Bronchitis,
Catarrh, Asthma, and all Throat and Lung
affections, also a positive and radical cure for
General Debility and all nervous complaints,
after having thoroughly tested its wonderful
curative powers in thousands of cases, feels it
his duty to make it known to his suffering
fellow . The recipe will be sent free of
charge, to all who desire it, with full directions for preparing and successfully using.
Address with stamp naming this paper, Dr. J.
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FAMOUS WEBER PIANOS,
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SMITH AMERICAN ORGANS,
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412 FIFTH STUEET,

JOSEPH TABER JOHNSON, A. M„ M. D..
Professor of Obstetrics and Diseases of Women and
Infants.
C. FI. A. KLEINSCHMIDT, M. D.,
Professor of Physiology.
WM. H. ROSS, M D ,
Professor of Materia Medica and Therapeutics.
DANIEL J. KELLY, A. M., M. D.,
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CHARLES E. HAGNER, M. D.,
Professor of Clinical Medicine,
WM. FI. TRIPLETT, M. D.,
Professor of Anatomy.
SWANN M. BURNETT, M. D.
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